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Concatenating data from multiple lines I'm trying to parse a file with more than 100 lines that has data in this form: Field1_Field2_Value
Field1_Field2_Value I want to save this data to an object. However, every time the file has been processed I need to concatenate all the values from the
file together so I can parse them. I'm trying to write a loop that will keep going through the file until it has read the line. If the line contains
Field2_Field3_Value I concatenate Field2 and Field3 to create the new key, if the line contains Field1_Field2_Value I concatenate Field1 with Field2 and
use that as the new key. If the line doesn't contain any values, then I use that as the key. So far my loop will read the file and write out
Field1_Field2_Value to an array, Field2_Field3_Value to an array, etc. However, I need it to read through all the lines and write out the values to the class
I'm creating. Is there a way to read each line, and if it doesn't contain a value, then use that line as the key for an object? Here is a bit of code that will
print out the data from the file and has a console log to see if the code is running: using (StreamReader reader = new StreamReader(inputFile)) { while
(reader.Peek()!= -1) { string line = reader.ReadLine(); line = line.Replace("_", " "); Console.
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